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Abstract. We propose the concept of quasi-adaptive hash proof system
(QAHPS), where the projection key is allowed to depend on the specific
language for which hash values are computed. We formalize leakage-
resilient(LR)-ardency for QAHPS by defining two statistical properties,
including LR-〈L0,L1〉-universal and LR-〈L0,L1〉-key-switching.

We provide a generic approach to tightly leakage-resilient CCA (LR-
CCA) secure public-key encryption (PKE) from LR-ardent QAHPS. Our
approach is reminiscent of the seminal work of Cramer and Shoup (Eu-
rocrypt’02), and employ three QAHPS schemes, one for generating a
uniform string to hide the plaintext, and the other two for proving the
well-formedness of the ciphertext. The LR-ardency of QAHPS makes
possible the tight LR-CCA security. We give instantiations based on the
standard k-Linear (k-LIN) assumptions over asymmetric and symmetric
pairing groups, respectively, and obtain fully compact PKE with tight
LR-CCA security. The security loss is O(logQe) where Qe denotes the
number of encryption queries. Specifically, our tightly LR-CCA secure
PKE instantiation from SXDH has only 4 group elements in the public
key and 7 group elements in the ciphertext, thus is the most efficient
one.

1 Introduction

Tightly Secure Public-Key Encryption. Usually, the security proof of a
public-key encryption (PKE) scheme is accomplished through a security reduc-
tion. In a security reduction, any probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) adversary
A successfully attacking the PKE scheme with advantage εA is converted to an-
other PPT algorithm B that solves a specific problem with advantage εB, such
that εA ≤ ` · εB. Here ` is called the security loss factor. If ` is a polynomial in
the number of encryption queries Qe and/or the number of decryption queries
Qd, the security reduction is called a loose one. To achieve a target security level,
one has to augment the security parameter λ to compensate for the security loss
`. If Qe (Qd) is large, say 230, a loose reduction will pay the price of inefficiency,
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since the compensation will slow the algorithms of PKE and enlarge the sizes of
public/secret key and ciphertexts. Therefore, it is desirable that ` is a constant
or only linear in the security parameter λ. Such a security reduction is called a
tight one or an almost tight one.

Starting from the work of Bellare et al. [8], brilliant works have been done
in the construction of tightly (multi-challenge) IND-CCA secure PKE. Hofheinz
and Jager [25] designed the first tightly IND-CCA secure PKE from a standard
assumption. More efficient constructions follow in [9, 30, 31, 7, 20, 23, 17, 24, 18].

Leakage-Resilient Security. The traditional security requirements for PKE
are indistinguishability under chosen-plaintext attacks (IND-CPA) and chosen-
ciphertext attacks (IND-CCA), which implicitly assume that the secret key of
PKE is completely hidden from adversaries. In practice, however, various kinds
of side-channel attacks on the physical implementation of the PKE algorithms
[21] demonstrated that partial information about the secret key might be leaked
to the attackers, thus threaten the security of PKE. To deal with key leakage,
Akavia et al. [5] and Naor and Segev [32] formalized the leakage-resilient (LR)
security model and defined LR-CPA/CCA securities, which stipulate the PKE
remain IND-CPA/CCA secure even if an adversary has access to a leakage oracle
and obtains additional information about the secret key. In this work, we focus
on the bounded leakage-resilient model [5], where the total amount of key leakage
is bounded.

Generally, there are two approaches for designing PKE with LR-CCA se-
curity. The first is an adaption of the Naor-Yung double encryption paradigm
[33] to the LR setting. Through this approach, an LR-CPA secure PKE can be
upgraded to an LR-CCA secure one, with the help of a simulation-sound non-
interactive zero-knowledge proof system (SS-NIZK) [32, 28] or a true-simulation
extractable NIZK (tSE-NIZK) [11]. However, the resulting PKE may not be effi-
cient due to the usage of SS-NIZK/tSE-NIZK. The second approach utilizes the
more efficient Cramer-Shoup hash proof system (HPS) paradigm [10] based on
the fact that HPS is intrinsically leakage-resilient [32]. Through this approach,
many efficient LR-CCA secure PKE schemes were designed [34, 15, 16].

Efficient PKE with Tight LR-CCA Security. Although great progress
was made on tight IND-CCA security, only Abe et al. [2] ever considered LR-
CCA secure PKE with a tight security reduction. They followed the Naor-
Yung paradigm and employed a tightly secure tSE-NIZK. Due to the tightness-
preserving of the Naor-Yung paradigm, the resulting PKE is tightly LR-CCA
secure. However, their PKE is highly impractical. The ciphertext of their PKE
contains more than 800 group elements. Even plugging in the recent efficient
and tightly secure SS-NIZKs/tSE-NIZKs [17, 19]1, the resulting LR-CCA secure

1 Gay et al. [19] constructed the state-of-the-art tightly secure (structure-preserving)
signature schemes, where the signature is comprised of 14 group elements. By apply-
ing the framework in [25, 2], this signature scheme can be transformed to a tightly
secure SS-NIZK/tSE-NIZK whose proof contains around 40 group elements.
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PKE still contains over 100 group elements in the public key or around 40 group
elements in the ciphertext, thus is far from practical. A most recent work by
Abe et al. [3] presented a construction of quasi-adaptive NIZK (QA-NIZK) with
tight unbounded simulation-soundness (USS) based on the MDDH assumptions
and tried to use it to obtain a tightly CCA-secure PKE via the paradigm of
CPA-PKE + USS-QA-NIZK. It is also possible to achieve tight LR-CCA secu-
rity if the underlying PKE building block is LR-CPA secure. Unfortunately, their
USS-QA-NIZK suffers from an attack, as shown in their full-version paper [4]
(in which the QA-NIZK was updated to a new one but its USS security remains
to be justified).

For the sake of efficiency, one might like to try the second approach to LR-
CCA security. However, the Cramer-Shoup HPS paradigm [10, 32] does not work
well in the face of multi-challenge ciphertexts (cf. Subsect. 1.1 for a detailed
explanation). To pursue tight security reduction, great effort has been devoted
to new designs of PKE from variants of HPS [17, 18]. Gay et al. [17] used
combinations of multiple HPSs to construct PKE and proved its tight IND-
CCA security (not LR-CCA), but at the price of more than 100 group elements
in the public key. Gay et al. [18] evolved HPS to a so-called “qualified proof
system” (QPS) to obtain tightly IND-CCA secure PKE with full compactness
(compact ciphertext and compact public key). However, their PKE is unlikely
to be LR-CCA secure.2 Up to now, there is no available approach to efficient
PKE with tight LR-CCA security.

Our Contribution. In this paper, we propose a novel approach to the design
of tightly LR-CCA secure PKE. More precisely,

– We propose the concept of quasi-adaptive HPS (QAHPS), and formalize
LR-ardency for QAHPS by defining two statistical properties, including LR-
〈L0,L1〉-universal and LR-〈L0,L1〉-key-switching. Our LR-ardent QAHPS
generalizes the well-known universal1, universal2 [10] and extracting [12]
HPSs.

– We provide a generic approach to tightly LR-CCA secure PKE from LR-
ardent QAHPS, inheriting the spirit of the Cramer-Shoup HPS paradigm to
LR-CCA security [10, 32], but in the multi-challenge setting. Ignoring leakage
resilience, our construction provides a new approach to tightly IND-CCA
secure PKE with full compactness, which may be of independent interest.

– We give efficient instantiations based on the matrix DDH (MDDH) assump-
tions [14] (which include the standard k-linear (k-LIN) and SXDH assump-
tions) over asymmetric and symmetric pairing groups, respectively. This re-
sults in the most efficient PKE schemes with tight LR-CCA security.

2 The properties of “constrained soundness” and “extensibility” of QPS are needed for
the tight IND-CCA security proof of the PKE proposed by Gay et al. [18]. We note
that these two properties of their QPS are unlikely to hold when partial information
about the secret key of QPS is leaked to adversary. See our full version [22] for more
details. Thus it is reasonable to conjecture that their PKE is not LR-CCA secure.
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Table 1. Comparison among tightly (LR-)CCA secure PKE schemes. Here λ denotes the security
parameter and Qe = poly(λ) the number of challenge ciphertexts. |PK| and |C| − |M | show the
size of public key and ciphertext overhead, where size means the number of group elements in the
underlying groups. “k-LIN” is short for the k-Linear assumption. For pairing-free groups, 1-LIN =
DDH; for asymmetric pairing groups, 1-LIN = SXDH, which requires the DDH assumption hold in
both G1 and G2. “sym” stands for symmetric pairing groups and “asym” asymmetric pairing groups.
“LR?” asks whether the security is proved in the leakage-resilient setting. The analysis of PKElr

sym is

given in our full version [22]. We note that the security loss O(logQe)= O(log λ) is lower than O(λ).

Scheme |PK| |C| − |M | Sec. loss Assumption Pairing LR?

LPJY15 [30, 31] O(λ) 47 O(λ) 2-LIN yes (sym) —

AHY15 [7] O(λ) 12 O(λ) 2-LIN yes (sym) —

GCDCT16 [20] O(λ) 6k O(λ) k-LIN (k ≥ 1) yes (asym) —

GHKW16 [17] O(λ) 3k O(λ) k-LIN (k ≥ 1) no —

Hof16 [23] 2 60 O(λ) 1-LIN = SXDH yes (asym) —

Hof17 [24] 28 (resp. 2k2 + 10k) 6 (resp. k + 4) O(λ) 2-LIN (resp. k-LIN) yes (sym) —

Hof17 [24] 20 28 O(λ) DCR — —

GHK17 [18] 6 3 O(λ) 1-LIN = DDH no —

GHK17 [18] 20 (resp. k3 + k2 + 4k) 8 (resp. k2 + 2k) O(λ) 2-LIN (resp. k-LIN) no —

ADKNO13 [2] ≥ 40 861 O(1) 2-LIN yes (sym)
√

Ours: PKElr
asym 4 (resp. k2 + 3k) 7 (resp. 4k + 3) O(logQe)= O(log λ) 1-LIN = SXDH (resp. k-LIN) yes (asym)

√

Ours: PKElr
syma 10 (resp. k2 + 3k) 6 (resp. 2k + 2) O(logQe)= O(log λ) 2-LIN (resp. k-LIN) yes (sym)

√

Specifically, our tightly LR-CCA secure PKE instantiation from SXDH over
asymmetric pairing groups has only 4 group elements in the public key and
7 group elements in the ciphertext, hence a couple of hundred times smaller
than that of [2] (which has to be over symmetric pairing groups)3. The
security loss of LR-CCA security is O(logQe) = O(log λ), where Qe= poly(λ)
denotes the number of encryption queries and λ the security parameter.

In Table 1, we compare our tightly (LR-)CCA secure PKE with existing ones.

1.1 Technical Overview

We firstly recall the Cramer-Shoup paradigm for constructing (LR-)CCA secure
PKE [10, 32], explain the difficulty of extending it to the multi-challenge setting,
then detail our new approach for designing tightly LR-CCA secure PKE.

The Cramer-Shoup Paradigm: (LR-)CCA Secure PKE from HPS.
Hash Proof System (HPS) was originated in [10] and can be instantiated from
a collection of assumptions. The power of HPS was firstly shown by Cramer
and Shoup [10], who proposed a paradigm for constructing IND-CCA secure
PKE from a smooth-HPS and a universal2 tag-based (labeled) HPS. Naor and
Segev [32] showed that HPS is a natural candidate for LR-CCA secure PKE, and
proved a variant of the Cramer-Shoup PKE scheme to be LR-CCA secure. Over
the years, HPS and its variants have demonstrated their charm with a variety
of applications in public-key cryptosystem [29, 6, 36, 34, 15], to name a few.

Roughly speaking, an HPS is associated with an NP-language L ⊆ X and has
two evaluation modes. In the private evaluation mode, the hash value Λsk(x) of

3 To the best of our knowledge, the PKE scheme in [2] is the only tightly LR-CCA
secure one prior to our work.
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an arbitrary x ∈ X can be efficiently computed from the hashing key sk and x,
i.e., Priv(sk, x) = Λsk(x); in the public evaluation mode, the hash value Λsk(x)
of an instance x ∈ L is completely determined by the projection key pk = α(sk),
and can be efficiently computed from pk with the help of any witness w for
x ∈ L, i.e., Pub(pk, x, w) = Λsk(x). The notion of HPS can be generalized to
tag-based HPS, where a tag τ serves as an auxiliary input for Λsk, Pub and Priv.

A typical construction of CCA-secure PKE from a smooth HPS = (Λ(·), α,

Pub,Priv) and a universal2 tag-based H̃PS = (Λ̃(·), α̃, P̃ub, P̃riv) works as follows

[10]. The public key contains pk = α(sk) and p̃k = α̃(s̃k). The ciphertext is

C =
(
x, d = Pub(pk, x, w) +M, π = P̃ub(p̃k, x, w, τ)

)
,

whereM is a plaintext, x←$ L with witness w and τ = H(x, d) with H a collision-
resistant hash function. The CCA-security with a single challenge ciphertext
C∗ = (x∗, d∗, π∗) is justified by the following arguments.

(1) By the hardness of the subset membership problem (SMP) related to HPS

and H̃PS, we can replace x∗ ← $ L in the challenge ciphertext with x∗ ←
$ X \ L, and compute C∗ =

(
x∗, d∗ = Λsk(x∗) +M, π∗ = Λ̃

s̃k
(x∗, τ∗)

)
.

(2) By the (perfectly) universal2 property of tag-based H̃PS, any ill-formed
ciphertext C =

(
x ∈ X \ L, d, π′

)
results in a uniformly distributed

π = Λ̃
s̃k

(x, τ), even conditioned on p̃k = α̃(s̃k) and π∗ = Λ̃
s̃k

(x∗, τ∗). Thus
any decryption query on ill-formed ciphertexts will be rejected (due to the
fact that π′ = π holds with a negligible probability).

(3) Now the information that the decryption oracle leaks about sk is limited to
pk = α(sk). By the smoothness of HPS, Λsk(x∗) involved in the challenge
ciphertext is uniformly random conditioned on pk = α(sk), thus it perfectly
hides M and the IND-CCA security follows.

LR-CCA security is also easy to achieve since the universal2 property of H̃PS
is intrinsically leakage-resilient, and the smoothness of HPS guarantees that
Λsk(x∗) still has enough entropy in case of key leakage, then an extractor can
be applied to Λsk(x∗) to distill a uniform string to hide M .

Note that the above arguments only apply to the single-challenge setting. In
the more realistic setting of multiple challenge ciphertexts, the universal2 prop-

erty of H̃PS and the smoothness of HPS are too weak to support arguments (2)

and (3). More precisely, argument (2) fails since multiple {π∗ = Λ̃
s̃k

(x∗, τ∗)}
involved in the challenge ciphertexts might leak too much information about s̃k,
and argument (3) fails since the limited entropy contained in sk is not enough
to randomize multiple {Λsk(x∗)} involved in the challenge ciphertexts. Con-
sequently, one has to resort to a hybrid argument to prove (multi-challenge)
(LR-)CCA security, which inevitably introduces a security loss of factor Qe [8].

Quasi-Adaptive HPS. We provide a novel approach to tightly (LR)-CCA se-
cure PKE in the multi-challenge setting. The core building block in our approach
is a new technical tool named quasi-adaptive HPS (QAHPS), which general-
izes HPS in a quasi-adaptive setting [26]. Different from (traditional) HPS [10],
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QAHPS is associated with a collection L = {Lρ}ρ of NP-languages, and the pro-
jection key pkρ is allowed to depend on the language Lρ. In particular, QAHPS
possesses a family of projection functions α(·) indexed by a language parameter
ρ, so that the action of Λsk(·) on Lρ is completely determined by pkρ = αρ(sk).
Intuitively, this allows us to distribute different projection keys for computing
hash values of instances from different languages. Tag-based QAHPS can be sim-
ilarly defined by allowing Λsk, Pub and Priv to take a tag τ as an auxiliary input.

Our Approach: Tightly LR-CCA Secure PKE from QAHPS. We need
three QAHPS schemes for our PKE construction, QAHPS = (Λ(·), α(·),Pub,Priv),

Q̂AHPS = (Λ̂(·), α̂(·), P̂ub, P̂riv) and a tag-based Q̃AHPS = (Λ̃(·), α̃(·), P̃ub, P̃riv).

The public key is comprised of pkρ = αρ(sk), p̂kρ = α̂ρ(ŝk) and p̃kρ = α̃ρ(s̃k).
The ciphertext is

C =
(
x, d = Pub(pkρ, x, w) +M, π = P̂ub(p̂kρ, x, w) + P̃ub(p̃kρ, x, w, τ)

)
=
(
x, d = Λsk(x) +M, π = π̂ + π̃ = Λ̂

ŝk
(x) + Λ̃

s̃k
(x, τ)

)
,

where M is a plaintext, x ← $ Lρ with witness w and τ = H(x, d) with H a
collision-resistant hash function.

For a simple exposition, we first briefly explain why our approach works in
the multi-challenge setting and provide a high-level proof of its tight IND-CCA
security. Then we show how to extend our approach to the leakage-resilient set-
ting.

Intuition of Tight CCA-Security Proof. Similar to the single-challenge
(LR-)CCA security proof of the PKE from HPS, our proof goes with three steps.

(1) Replace all {x∗ ←$ Lρ} in the challenge ciphertexts with {x∗ ←$ Lρ0}.4 This
step is computationally indistinguishable due to the hardness of SMP.

(2) Reject any decryption query on ill-formed ciphertext C = (x ∈ X\Lρ, d, π′ ).
(3) Replace all {Λsk(x∗)} involved in the challenge ciphertexts with uniform

strings. Then CCA-security follows.

As shown before, the universal2 and smooth properties are insufficient to sup-
port (2) and (3) to achieve tight CCA-security. Thus, stronger properties are
needed from QAHPS.

Technical Tool for (2): Ardent QAHPS. We define two statistical properties
for QAHPS. Let L0 = {Lρ0}ρ0 and L1 = {Lρ1}ρ1 be two language collections.

• (Perfectly 〈L0,L1〉-Universal). It demands the uniformity of Λsk(x)
conditioned on αρ0(sk) and αρ1(sk) for any x ∈ X \ (Lρ0 ∪ Lρ1), i.e.,(
αρ0(sk), αρ1(sk),

∣∣Λsk(x)
)

≡
(
αρ0(sk), αρ1(sk),

∣∣π ←$ Π
)
. (1)

4 Here Lρ0 is from another language collection L0 and only appears in the security
proof. The same is true for Lρ1 and L1, as shown later.
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• (Perfectly 〈L0,L1〉-Key-Switching). It requires that αρ1(sk) can be
switched to αρ1(sk′) for an independent sk′ in the presence of αρ0(sk), i.e.,(

αρ0(sk),
∣∣αρ1(sk)

)
≡

(
αρ0(sk),

∣∣αρ1(sk′)
)
. (2)

It is also reasonable to define 〈L ,L0〉-universal and 〈L ,L0〉-key-switching. We
call QAHPS enjoying these two kinds of properties a perfectly ardent QAHPS.
Ardency of QAHPS can be naturally adapted for tag-based QAHPS.

With ardent QAHPS, Q̂AHPS and tag-based Q̃AHPS, we describe the high-
level idea of justifying (2). By modifying and adapting the latest techniques for
proving tight security [19] (which in turn built upon [17, 24, 18]), we partition
the ciphertext space economically according to a counter ctr ∈ {1, · · · , Qe},
which records the serial number of each encryption query issued by the ad-
versary. Taking ctr as a binary string of length n := dlogQee, our proof pro-
ceeds with n hybrids. In the i-th hybrid, i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , n}, a random func-

tion RFi(ctr|i) on the first i bits of ctr (instead of s̃k) is employed to com-

pute π̃∗ = Λ̃RFi(ctr|i)(x
∗, τ∗) for the challenge ciphertexts; meanwhile, it is also

used to compute π̃ = Λ̃RFi(ctr|i)(x, τ) for the decryption of ciphertexts with
x /∈ Lρ. In order to go from the i-th hybrid to the (i + 1)-th hybrid, firstly
we replace all {x∗ ← $ Lρ0} in the challenge ciphertexts with {x∗ ← $ Lρ0 ∪
Lρ1 s.t. x∗ ∈ Lρ0 if ctri+1 = 0 and x∗ ∈ Lρ1 if ctri+1 = 1}; next we employ the

ardency of Q̂AHPS and Q̃AHPS to add a dependency of RFi(ctr|i) on the (i+1)-th
bit ctri+1 so that RFi(ctr|i) moves to RFi+1(ctr|i+1), as shown below.

• (〈L0,L1〉-universal forces the instances in decryption queries to fall

in Lρ0∪Lρ1). By the 〈L0,L1〉-universal property of Q̂AHPS, any decryption
query on ciphertext with x /∈ Lρ0 ∪ Lρ1 is rejected. The reason is that, the

information of ŝk leaked by the challenge ciphertexts and by the decryption

of ciphertexts with x ∈ Lρ0 ∪ Lρ1 is limited to α̂ρ0(ŝk) and α̂ρ1(ŝk).
• (〈L0,L1〉-key-switching allows the usage of two independent keys

for Lρ0 and Lρ1). Note that for x ∈ Lρ0 , π̃ = Λ̃RFi(ctr|i)(x, τ) is completely
determined by α̃ρ0(RFi(ctr|i)), while for x ∈ Lρ1 , it is completely determined

by α̃ρ1(RFi(ctr|i)). By the 〈L0,L1〉-key-switching property of Q̃AHPS,(
α̃ρ0(RFi(ctr|i)), α̃ρ1(RFi(ctr|i))

)
≡

(
α̃ρ0(RFi(ctr|i)), α̃ρ1(RFi(ctr|i))

)
,

where RFi is an independent random function. Consequently, we can use
RFi(ctr|i) to compute π̃∗ for challenge ciphertexts with x∗ ∈ Lρ1 , and to
compute π̃ for the decryption of ciphertexts with x ∈ Lρ1 .

Now we successfully double the entropy in RFi(ctr|i) to get RFi+1(ctr|i+1) (which

equals RFi(ctr|i) if ctri+1 = 0 and RFi(ctr|i) if ctri+1 = 1)5 and this leads us to

5 Note that for the instance x∗ ∈ Lρ0 ∪Lρ1 in challenge ciphertext, the bit indicating
whether x∗ ∈ Lρ0 or x∗ ∈ Lρ1 is consistent with the (i+1)-th bit of ctr, i.e., x∗ ∈ Lρ0
if ctri+1 = 0 and x∗ ∈ Lρ1 if ctri+1 = 1. But this might not be true for the instances
x ∈ Lρ0 ∪Lρ1 in the decryption queries. This problem is circumvented by borrowing
the trick from [24, 18]. We refer to the main body for details.
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the (i+ 1)-th hybrid. After n hybrids, for any ill-formed ciphertext with x /∈ Lρ,
π̃ = Λ̃RFn(ctr)(x, τ) is fully randomized by RFn(ctr), thus the decryption on such
ciphertexts will be rejected.

Technical Tool for (3): Multi-Extracting. We define a computational prop-
erty for QAHPS so that it can amplify the (limited) entropy of a uniform sk to
randomize multiple {Λsk(x∗)}.

• (L0-Multi-Extracting). It demands the pseudorandomness of Λsk(xj) for
multiple instances xj uniformly chosen from Lρ0 , i.e.,

{xj ←$ Lρ0 ,
∣∣Λsk(xj) }j∈[Qe]

c
≈ {xj ←$ Lρ0 ,

∣∣πj ←$ Π }j∈[Qe].

By requiring ardent QAHPS to be L0-multi-extracting, we are able to jus-
tify (3). Note that after the change in (2), the decryption oracle might leak
pkρ = αρ(sk) about sk, therefore, the L0-multi-extracting property is not ap-
plicable immediately. We solve this problem by first applying the 〈L ,L0〉-key-
switching property of QAHPS to switch sk to an independent sk′ in the com-
putation of {Λsk′(x∗)}. Under uniform sk′, the L0-multi-extracting property
applies and the {Λsk′(x∗)} involved in the challenge ciphertexts can be replaced
with uniform strings {rand}. Then CCA-security follows.

Extension to Tight LR-CCA Security. Like the leakage-resilient PKE [32,
6, 34] from HPS, it is easy to upgrade the tight CCA-security of our PKE
construction to tight LR-CCA, as long as the 〈L0,L1〉-universal and 〈L0,L1〉-
key-switching properties of QAHPS holds even if some information L(sk) about
sk is leaked. The LR-CCA security proof almost verbatim follows the proof of
IND-CCA security. We refer to the main body for more details.

By instantiating leakage-resilient ardent QAHPS over pairing-friendly groups,
our approach yields the most efficient tightly LR-CCA secure PKE from the
MDDH assumptions, with security loss O(logQe).

1.2 Relation to Existing Techniques for Tight Security

To obtain tight (LR-)CCA security, it is inevitable to implement “consistency
check”, explicitly or implicitly, to reject decryption queries on ill-formed cipher-
texts. In [25, 2, 30, 31, 23], a NIZK proof is added in the ciphertext as an explicit
consistency check, where NIZK is required to have tight unbounded simulation-
soundness (SS) or true-simulation extractability (tSE). Efficient NIZK with tight
SS/tSE is very hard to construct, thus leading to large public keys or ciphertexts
in these schemes. Gay et al. [17] implicitly employed a designated-verifier NIZK
(DV-NIZK) with tight SS in their construction, which results in large public
keys (of over 100 group elements).

In order to get more efficient constructions, Hofheinz [24] used benign proof
system (BPS) as a main technical tool, which is essentially a DV-NIZK with
strong soundness, but not as strong as SS. Gay et al. [18] proposed qualified proof
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system (QPS), which is a combination of a DV-NIZK and an HPS. The weak
(computational) soundness requirement for QPS enables efficient instantiations,
hence resulting in the most compact PKE with tight CCA-security from the
DDH assumption over non-pairing groups.

Our construction of PKE employs LR-ardent QAHPS, with LR-〈L0,L1〉-
universal and LR-〈L0,L1〉-key-switching properties. QAHPS can be regarded
as a (deterministic) DV-NIZK, and the LR-〈L0,L1〉-universal property corre-
sponds to (statistical) soundness which is weaker than BPS but stronger than
QPS. Our LR-ardent QAHPS can be instantiated over pairing-friendly groups.

The key-leakage resilience of (QA)HPS enables us to obtain tight LR-CCA
security. However, this feature does not apply to the PKE constructions [24, 18]
from BPS or QPS. For example, the soundness of QPS is a computational notion
and might not be justified in the LR setting (cf. our full version [22] for the
reasons). Thus, the PKE in [18] is unlikely to be tightly LR-CCA secure but
is pairing-free, while ours are over pairing-groups but achieve tight LR-CCA
security.

2 Preliminaries

Let λ ∈ N denote the security parameter. For i, j ∈ N with i < j, define [i, j] :=
{i, i + 1, · · · , j} and [j] := {1, 2, · · · , j}. Denote by x ← $ X the operation of
picking an element x according to a distribution X . If X is a set, then this denotes
that x is sampled uniformly at random from X . For an algorithm A, denote by
y ←$ A(x; r), or simply y ←$ A(x), the operation of running A with input x
and randomness r and assigning the output to y, and by T(A) the running time
of A. “PPT” is short for probabilistic polynomial-time. Denote by poly some
polynomial function, and negl some negligible function. For a primitive XX and
a security notion YY, we typically denote the advantage of a PPT adversary
A by AdvYY

XX,A(λ) and define AdvYY
XX(λ) := maxPPTA AdvYY

XX,A(λ). For an ` × k
matrix A with ` > k, denote the upper k rows of A by A and the lower ` − k
rows of A by A. For a string τ ∈ {0, 1}λ and an integer i ∈ [0, λ], denote by
τi ∈ {0, 1} the i-th bit of τ and τ|i ∈ {0, 1}i the first i bits of τ . Let ε denote an
empty string. For random variables X, Y , Z, let ∆(X, Y ) denote the statistical
distance between X and Y , ∆(X, Y |Z) a shorthand for ∆((X,Z), (Y,Z)), and

H̃∞(X |Y ) the average min-entropy of X conditioned on Y , where the formal
definitions appear in the full version [22].

Games. Our security proof will consist of game-based security reductions. A
game G starts with an Initialize procedure and ends with a Finalize proce-
dure. There are also some optional procedures Proc1, · · · ,Procn performing
as oracles. All procedures are described using pseudo-code, where initially all
variables are empty strings ε and all sets are empty. That an adversary A is ex-
ecuted in G implies the following procedure: A first calls Initialize, obtaining
the corresponding output; then it may make arbitrary oracle-queries to Proci
according to their specifications, and obtain their outputs; finally it makes one
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single call to Finalize. The output of Finalize is called the output of the game
G. The symbol “⇒” stands for “Return” in the description of algorithms and
procedures. By GA ⇒ b we mean that G outputs b after interacting with A. By
Pri[·] we denote the probability of a particular event occurring in game Gi.

2.1 Public-Key Encryption

A public-key encryption (PKE) scheme PKE = (Param,Gen,Enc,Dec) with mes-
sage space M consists of a tuple of PPT algorithms: the parameter generation
algorithm PP ← $ Param(1λ) outputs a public parameter PP, and we require
PP to be an implicit input of other algorithms; the key generation algorithm
(PK,SK) ←$ Gen(PP) outputs a pair of public key PK and secret key SK; the
encryption algorithm C ← $ Enc(PK,M) takes as input a public key PK and
a message M ∈ M, and outputs a ciphertext C; the decryption algorithm
M/⊥ ← Dec(SK, C) takes as input a secret key SK and a ciphertext C, and
outputs either a message M or a failure symbol ⊥. Perfect correctness of PKE
requires that, for all PP ←$ Param(1λ) and (PK,SK) ←$ Gen(PP), all messages
M ∈M, it holds that Dec(SK, Enc(PK,M)) = M .

LR-CCA Security for PKE. Naor and Segev [32] defined the leakage-resilient
CCA (LR-CCA) security for PKE. In contrast to IND-CCA, the LR-CCA se-
curity also allows the adversary A to make Leak (key leakage) queries adap-
tively and obtain additional information L(SK) about the secret key SK, where
L : SK −→ {0, 1}∗ \ {ε} is the leakage function submitted by A. According to
[32], two restrictions are necessary: (i) the total amount of leakage bits is bounded
by some positive integer κ; (ii) A can only access the Leak oracle before it ob-
tains a challenge ciphertext (otherwise A could trivially win by querying the
first few bits of Dec(·, C∗) after receiving a challenge ciphertext C∗).

We present the definition of the κ-leakage-resilient CCA security in its multi-
ciphertext version. The leakage-rate of the LR-CCA security is defined as the
ratio of κ to the bit-length of secret key, i.e., κ/BitLength(SK).

Definition 1 (Multi-Ciphertext κ-Leakage-Resilient CCA Security). Let
κ = κ(λ). A PKE scheme PKE is κ-LR-CCA secure, if for any PPT adversary
A, it holds that Advκ-lr-ccaPKE,A (λ) :=

∣∣Pr[κ-lr-ccaA ⇒ 1]− 1
2

∣∣ ≤ negl(λ), where game
κ-lr-cca is specified in Fig. 1.

If κ = 0, κ-LR-CCA security is reduced to the traditional IND-CCA security.

2.2 Pairing Groups

Let PGGen(1λ) be a PPT algorithm outputting a description of pairing group
PG = (G1,G2,GT , p, e, P1, P2, PT ), where G1, G2 and GT are additive cyclic
groups of order p, p is a prime number of bit-length at least λ, e : G1 ×
G2 −→ GT is a non-degenerated bilinear pairing, and P1, P2, PT are generators
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Proc. Initialize:

PP←$ Param(1λ).
(PK, SK)←$ Gen(PP).
β ←$ {0, 1}. // challenge bit
l := 0. // bit length of leakage
chal := false.
Return (PP,PK).

Proc. Leak(L):

If (chal = true)
∨ (l + |L(SK)| > κ),

Return ⊥.
l := l + |L(SK)|.
Return L(SK).

Proc. Enc(M0,M1):

chal := true.
If |M0| 6= |M1|, Return ⊥.
C∗ ←$ Enc(PK,Mβ).
QENC := QENC ∪ {C∗}.
Return C∗.

Proc. Dec(C):

If C ∈ QENC,
Return ⊥.

Return Dec(SK, C).

Proc. Finalize(β′):

Return (β′ = β).

Fig. 1. κ-lr-cca security game for PKE, where |L(SK)| denotes the bit length of L(SK).

of G1,G2,GT , respectively, with PT := e(P1, P2). We assume that the opera-
tions in G1, G2, GT and the pairing e are efficiently computable. We require the
pairing group PG to be an implicit input of other algorithms.

We use the implicit representation of group elements following [14]. For a
matrix A = (ai,j) over Zp, denote by [A]s := (ai,j ·Ps) the implicit representation
of A in Gs (which may be G1, G2, or GT ). Clearly, given A, [B]s, [C]s and D
with composable dimensions, one can efficiently compute [AB]s, [B+C]s, [CD]s;
given [A]1 and [B]2, one can efficiently compute [AB]T with the pairing e.

Let `, k ≥ 1 be integers with ` > k. A probabilistic distribution D`,k is called
a matrix distribution, if it outputs matrices in Z`×kp of full rank k in polynomial
time. Without loss of generality, we assume that the first k rows of A←$ D`,k are
linearly independent. Let Dk := Dk+1,k. Denote by U`,k the uniform distribution
over all matrices in Z`×kp . Let Uk := Uk+1,k. We review the Matrix DDH (MDDH)
and Q-fold MDDH assumptions relative to PGGen, as well as the random self-
reducibility of the MDDH assumptions, in the full version [22].

2.3 Collision-Resistant Hashing

Definition 2 (Collision-Resistant Hashing). A family of functions H =
{H : X −→ Y} is collision-resistant, if for any PPT adversary A, it holds that

AdvcrH,A(λ) := Pr
[
H←$ H, (x, x′)←$ A(H) : H(x) = H(x′) ∧ x 6= x′

]
≤ negl(λ).

3 Quasi-Adaptive HPS: Ardency and Leakage Resilience

For hash proof system (HPS) defined in [10], the associated NP-language L is
generated in the setup phase once and for all, and the projection key pk is used
for computing hash values of instances in this fixed L.

In this section, we formalize the notion of quasi-adaptive HPS (QAHPS),6

which is associated with a collection L = {Lρ}ρ of NP-languages. Different from
HPS, the projection key pkρ of QAHPS is allowed to depend on the specific
language Lρ for which hash values are computed.

As the main technical novelty, we propose two new statistical properties for
QAHPS, including κ-LR-〈L0,L1〉-universal and κ-LR-〈L0,L1〉-key-switching.

6 Quasi-adaptiveness of HPS was discussed in [27]. Here we give a formal definition of
QAHPS and build our novel LR-ardency notion over it.
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This type of QAHPS is termed as LR-ardent QAHPS. We also define the tag-
based version of QAHPS and adapt the notion of LR-ardency for it. LR-ardent
QAHPS and tag-based one will serve as our core technical tools.

3.1 Language Distribution

In this subsection, we formalize the collection of NP-languages, with which a
QAHPS is associated, as a language distribution.

Definition 3 (Language Distribution). A language distribution L is a prob-
ability distribution that outputs a language parameter ρ as well as a trapdoor td
in polynomial time. The language parameter ρ publicly defines an NP-language
Lρ ⊆ Xρ. For simplicity, we assume that the universe Xρ is the same for all
languages Lρ, denoted by X . The trapdoor td is required to contain enough in-
formation for deciding whether or not an instance x ∈ X is in Lρ. We require
that there are PPT algorithms for sampling x ←$ Lρ uniformly together with a
witness w and sampling x←$ X uniformly.

We define a subset membership problem (SMP) for a language distribution
L , which asks whether an element is uniformly chosen from Lρ or X .

Definition 4 (Subset Membership Problem). The subset membership prob-
lem (SMP) related to a language distribution L is hard, if for any PPT adversary
A, it holds that AdvsmpL ,A(λ) := |Pr [A(ρ, x) = 1]− Pr [A(ρ, x′) = 1] | ≤ negl(λ),
where (ρ, td)←$ L , x←$ Lρ and x′ ←$ X .

We also define a multi-fold version of SMP, which is to distinguish multiple
instances, all of which are uniformly chosen either from Lρ or from X .

Definition 5 (Multi-fold SMP). The multi-fold SMP related to a language
distribution L is hard, if for any PPT adversary A, any polynomial Q = poly(λ),

AdvQ-msmp
L ,A (λ) :=

∣∣Pr
[
A(ρ, {xj }j∈[Q]) = 1

]
− Pr

[
A(ρ, {x′j }j∈[Q]) = 1

]∣∣ ≤ negl(λ)

holds, where (ρ, td)←$ L , x1, · · · , xQ ←$ Lρ and x′1, · · · , x′Q ←$ X .

By a standard hybrid argument, SMP and multi-fold SMP are equivalent.
For some language distributions, such as those for linear subspaces (cf. Subsect.
5.2), the hardness of multi-fold SMP can be tightly reduced to that of SMP.

3.2 Quasi-Adaptive HPS

Definition 6 (Quasi-Adaptive Hash Proof System). A quasi-adaptive hash
proof system (QAHPS) QAHPS = (Setup, α(·),Pub,Priv) for a language distri-
bution L consists of a tuple of PPT algorithms:

– pp←$ Setup(1λ): The setup algorithm outputs a public parameter pp, which
implicitly defines (SK, Π, Λ(·)), where
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• SK is the hashing key space and Π is the hash value space;
• Λ(·) : X −→ Π is a family of hash functions indexed by a hashing key
sk ∈ SK, where X is the universe for languages output by L .

We assume that Λ(·) is efficiently computable and there are PPT algorithms
for sampling sk ← $ SK uniformly and sampling π ← $ Π uniformly. We
require pp to be an implicit input of other algorithms.

– pkρ ← αρ(sk): The projection algorithm outputs a projection key pkρ of
hashing key sk ∈ SK w.r.t. the language parameter ρ.

– π ← Pub(pkρ, x, w): The public evaluation algorithm outputs the hash value
π = Λsk(x) ∈ Π of x ∈ Lρ, with the help of the projection key pkρ = αρ(sk)
specified by ρ and a witness w for x ∈ Lρ.

– π ← Priv(sk, x): The private evaluation algorithm outputs the hash value
π = Λsk(x) ∈ Π of x ∈ X , directly using the hashing key sk.

Perfect correctness (a.k.a. projectiveness) of QAHPS requires that, for all possible
pp←$ Setup(1λ) and (ρ, td)←$ L , all hashing keys sk ∈ SK with pkρ = αρ(sk)
the corresponding projection key w.r.t. ρ, all x ∈ Lρ with all possible witnesses
w, it holds that Pub(pkρ, x, w) = Λsk(x) = Priv(sk, x).

Remark 1 (Relation to HPS). In contrast to the HPS defined by Cramer
and Shoup [10], there are two main differences:

• Instead of a single language, QAHPS is associated with a collection of lan-
guages L = {Lρ}ρ characterized by a language distribution. In particular,
the specific language Lρ is no longer generated in the setup phase Setup.

• Instead of a single projection function, QAHPS possesses a family of projec-
tion functions α(·) : SK −→ PK(·) indexed by a language parameter ρ, so
that the action of Λsk(·) on Lρ is completely determined by pkρ := αρ(sk).

In a nutshell, the relation between HPS and QAHPS is analogous to the relation
between NIZK and QA-NIZK [26].

Remark 2 (Relation to DV-QA-NIZK). An HPS is essentially a (deter-
ministic) designated-verifier non-interactive zero-knowledge (DV-NIZK) proof
system [17]. Similarly, our QAHPS can be viewed as a (deterministic) DV-QA-
NIZK.

Dodis et al. [12] defined an extracting property for (traditional) HPS, which
requires the hash value Λsk(x) to be uniformly distributed over Π for any x ∈
X , as long as sk is uniformly chosen from SK. Intuitively, Λ(·)(x) acts as an
extractor and extracts the entropy from sk. Here, we introduce a computational
analogue of the extracting property in a multi-fold version for QAHPS, called
multi-extracting property, which demands the pseudorandomness of Λsk(xj) for
multiple instances xj , j ∈ [Q].

Definition 7 (L0-Multi-Extracting QAHPS). Let L0 be a language distri-
bution (which might be different from L ). QAHPS for L is called L0-multi-

extracting, if for any PPT adversary A, any Q = poly(λ), AdvQ-L0-mext
QAHPS,A (λ) :=∣∣ Pr

[
A
(
pp, ρ0, {xj ,

∣∣Λsk(xj) }j∈[Q]

)
= 1
]
− Pr

[
A
(
pp, ρ0, {xj ,

∣∣πj }j∈[Q]

)
= 1
] ∣∣
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is negligible, where pp←$ Setup(1λ), (ρ0, td0)←$ L0, sk ←$ SK, x1, · · · , xQ ←
$ Lρ0 , and π1, · · · , πQ ←$ Π.

We note that the L0-multi-extracting property is defined in an average-case
flavor, i.e., the instances xj , j ∈ [Q], are uniformly chosen from Lρ0 .

3.3 Ardent QAHPS with Leakage Resilience

In this subsection, we introduce two statistical properties for QAHPS, including
κ-LR-〈L0,L1〉-universal and κ-LR-〈L0,L1〉-key-switching. These two proper-
ties are formalized in a general manner and are parameterized by κ ∈ N and two
language distributions 〈L0,L1〉. We name QAHPS enjoying these properties as
LR-ardent QAHPS. We highlight the leakage L(sk) with gray boxes, in order to
show the difference from the perfectly ardent QAHPS as stated in Subsect. 1.1.

Definition 8 (Leakage-Resilient Ardent QAHPS). Let κ = κ(λ) ∈ N, and
let L0,L1 be a pair of language distributions. A QAHPS scheme QAHPS for
a language distribution L is called κ-leakage-resilient 〈L0,L1〉-ardent (κ-LR-
〈L0,L1〉-ardent), if the following two properties hold:

• (κ-LR-〈L0,L1〉-Universal). With overwhelming probability 1 − 2−Ω(λ)

over pp ← $ Setup(1λ), (ρ0, td0) ← $ L0 and (ρ1, td1) ← $ L1, for all x ∈
X \ (Lρ0 ∪ Lρ1) and all leakage functions L : SK −→ {0, 1}κ, if sk ←$ SK,
then

H̃∞
(
Λsk(x)

∣∣ αρ0(sk), αρ1(sk), L(sk)
)
≥ Ω(λ). (3)

We require the inequality to hold for adaptive choices of x and L, where x
and L can arbitrarily depend on ρ0, ρ1, αρ0(sk), αρ1(sk).

• (κ-LR-〈L0,L1〉-Key-Switching). With overwhelming probability 1−2−Ω(λ)

over pp ← $ Setup(1λ) and (ρ0, td0) ← $ L0, for all leakage functions L :
SK −→ {0, 1}κ, it holds that:

∆
( (

ρ1,
∣∣αρ1(sk)

)
,
(
ρ1,

∣∣αρ1(sk′)
) ∣∣ αρ0(sk), L(sk)

)
≤ 2−Ω(λ), (4)

where the probability is over sk, sk′ ←$ SK and (ρ1, td1)←$ L1. We require
the inequality to hold for L that is arbitrarily dependent on ρ0, αρ0(sk).
However, L is required to be independent of ρ1.

When κ = 0, the term “κ-LR” is omitted from these properties. The parameter
〈L0,L1〉 is also omitted when it is clear from context.

Definition 9 (Ardent QAHPS). QAHPS is called 〈L0,L1〉-ardent if it is
0-leakage-resilient 〈L0,L1〉-ardent.

Furthermore, if (3) and (4) are replaced by (1) and (2), then it is perfectly
〈L0,L1〉-universal and key-switching which is obviously (0-LR-)〈L0,L1〉-
universal and key-switching. Observe that, perfectly universal property itself
carries leakage resilience to some extent as shown in Lemma 1. (See the full
version [22] for the proof.)
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Lemma 1 (Perfectly 〈L0,L1〉-Universal ⇒ LR-〈L0,L1〉-Universal). If
a QAHPS scheme is perfectly 〈L0,L1〉-universal, then it is κ-LR-〈L0,L1〉-
universal for any κ ≤ log |Π|−Ω(λ), where Π is the hash value space of QAHPS.

Remark 3 (On the Independence between L(·) and ρ1). We stress that,
in the definition of κ-LR-〈L0,L1〉-key-switching, the independence between the
leakage function L(·) and the language parameter ρ1 is necessary. Otherwise,
this property is unsatisfiable by simply taking L(·) as the first κ bits of αρ1(·).

Remark 4 (On the Choices of 〈L0,L1〉). We stress that, in the above def-
inition, L0 or L1 is allowed to be L itself. In particular, it is reasonable to
define κ-LR-〈L ,L0〉-ardency for a QAHPS scheme QAHPS for L . Besides, we
note that κ-LR-〈L0,L1〉-universal is identical to κ-LR-〈L1,L0〉-universal.

Remark 5 (Relation to the Universal1, Universal2 and Extracting
Properties). The 〈L0,L1〉-universal property of QAHPS generalizes the cur-
rently available universal and extracting properties of (traditional) HPS. With
different choices of L0 and L1, it will turn into the universal1, the universal2
and the extracting properties of HPS defined in [10, 12], respectively.

More precisely, let L⊥ (or simply ⊥) denote a special empty language distri-
bution, which always outputs ρ⊥ defining the empty language Lρ⊥ = {}, and let
Lsing denote a special singleton language distribution, which samples x ←$ X
uniformly and outputs ρx defining a singleton language Lρx = {x}. We assume
that αρ⊥(sk) = ⊥ and αρx(sk) = Λsk(x) hold for any sk ∈ SK and x ∈ X ,
both of which are very natural and are satisfied by our instantiations in Sect. 5.
Then: (i) 〈L ,⊥〉-universal corresponds to the average-case universal1 property;
(ii) 〈L ,Lsing〉-universal corresponds to the average-case universal2 property;
(iii) Perfectly 〈⊥,⊥〉-universal corresponds to the extracting property.

The leakage-resilient ardency of QAHPS can be adapted to a weak version.

Definition 10 (Leakage-Resilient Weak-Ardent QAHPS). Let κ = κ(λ) ∈
N, and let L0,L1 be a pair of language distributions. A QAHPS scheme QAHPS
for a language distribution L is called κ-leakage-resilient 〈L0,L1〉-weak-ardent
(κ-LR-〈L0,L1〉-weak-ardent), if QAHPS is 〈⊥,⊥〉-universal and supports κ-LR-
〈L0,L1〉-key-switching. Similarly, κ = 0 leads to weak-ardent QAHPS.

3.4 Extension to the Tag-Based Setting

The notion of (traditional) HPS was generalized to extended HPS (a.k.a. la-
beled HPS) in [10] and tag-based HPS in [35], respectively, by allowing the hash
functions Λ(·) to have an additional element called label/tag as input.

Similarly, in a tag-based QAHPS, the public parameter pp also implicitly
defines a tag space T . Meanwhile, the hash functions Λ(·), the public evaluation
algorithm Pub and the private evaluation algorithm Priv also take a tag τ ∈ T as
input. Accordingly, perfect correctness requires Pub(pkρ, x, w, τ) = Λsk(x, τ) =
Priv(sk, x, τ) for all tags τ ∈ T . The formal definition of tag-based QAHPS can
be found in our full version [22].
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The notion of LR-ardency is naturally adapted for tag-based QAHPS. A tag-
based QAHPS is κ-leakage-resilient 〈L0,L1〉-ardent (κ-LR-〈L0,L1〉-ardent), if
it is both κ-LR-〈L0,L1〉-universal and κ-LR-〈L0,L1〉-key-switching.

• (κ-LR-〈L0,L1〉-Universal for Tag-Based QAHPS). It takes tags into
account and considers two hash values with different tags. With overwhelm-
ing probability 1 − 2−Ω(λ) over pp ← $ Setup(1λ), (ρ0, td0) ← $ L0 and
(ρ1, td1) ← $ L1, for all x ∈ X \ (Lρ0 ∪ Lρ1), all x′ ∈ X , all τ, τ ′ ∈ T
with τ 6= τ ′and all leakage functions L : SK −→ {0, 1}κ, if sk ←$ SK, then

H̃∞
(
Λsk(x, τ)

∣∣ αρ0(sk), αρ1(sk), Λsk(x′, τ ′), L(sk)
)
≥ Ω(λ).

We require the inequality to hold for adaptive choices of x, x′, τ, τ ′ and L,
where they can arbitrarily depend on ρ0, ρ1, αρ0(sk), αρ1(sk).

• (κ-LR-〈L0,L1〉-Key-Switching for Tag-Based QAHPS). This prop-
erty remains the same as (4) for the non-tag-based QAHPS, since no tag is
involved in the projection algorithm α(·).

Similarly, the κ-LR-〈L0,L1〉-weak-ardency of tag-based QAHPS asks for
both 〈⊥,⊥〉-universal and κ-LR-〈L0,L1〉-key-switching properties.

• (〈⊥,⊥〉-Universal for Tag-Based QAHPS). With overwhelming prob-
ability 1 − 2−Ω(λ) over pp ←$ Setup(1λ), for all x, x′ ∈ X and all τ, τ ′ ∈ T
with τ 6= τ ′, it holds that:

H̃∞
(
Λsk(x, τ)

∣∣ Λsk(x′, τ ′)
)
≥ Ω(λ),

where the probability is over sk ←$ SK and x, τ can arbitrarily depend on
Λsk(x′, τ ′).

We also give (equivalent) game-based definitions for κ-LR-ardency of QAHPS
and tag-based QAHPS in the full version [22].

4 LR-CCA-Secure PKE via LR-Ardent QAHPS

We present a modular approach to tightly LR-CCA secure PKE from LR-
ardent QAHPS. Our approach employs an LR-weak-ardent QAHPS, an LR-

ardent Q̂AHPS and an LR-weak-ardent tag-based Q̃AHPS, all of which are asso-
ciated with the same language distribution L .

4.1 The Generic Construction of PKE

Our PKE construction makes use of the following building blocks.

• Three language distributions L ,L0 and L1, all of which have hard subset
membership problems.
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• An LR-weak-ardent QAHPS = (Setup, α(·),Pub,Priv) for L , whose hash
value space Π is an (additive) group.

• An LR-ardent Q̂AHPS = (Ŝetup, α̂(·), P̂ub, P̂riv) for L .

• An LR-weak-ardent tag-based Q̃AHPS = (S̃etup, α̃(·), P̃ub, P̃riv) for L , whose

tag space is T̃ .
• A collision-resistant function family H = {H : X ×Π −→ T̃ }.

The LR-ardency requirements for the QAHPS schemes are listed in Table 2.

Table 2. Requirements on QAHPS, Q̂AHPS and tag-based Q̃AHPS for κ-LR-CCA

security of PKE. Here 〈L0,L1〉-key-switching for Q̂AHPS is not listed, since it is not
necessary in the κ-LR-CCA security proof. We stress that the 〈⊥,⊥〉-universal property

of QAHPS, the 〈L0,L1〉-universal property of Q̂AHPS, and the 〈⊥,⊥〉-universal and

〈L0,L1〉-key-switching properties of Q̃AHPS do not have to be leakage-resilient.

LR-weak-ardency of QAHPS LR-ardency of Q̂AHPS LR-weak-ardency of Q̃AHPS

universal 〈⊥,⊥〉 κ-LR-〈L ,L0〉, 〈L0,L1〉 〈⊥,⊥〉

key-switching κ-LR-〈L ,L0〉 κ-LR-〈L ,L0〉 κ-LR-〈L ,L0〉, 〈L0,L1〉

The proposed scheme PKE = (Param,Gen,Enc,Dec) with message spaceM =
Π is presented in Fig. 2. The perfect correctness of PKE follows from the perfect

correctness of QAHPS, Q̂AHPS and Q̃AHPS directly.

PP←$ Param(1λ):

pp←$ Setup(1λ), which defines (SK, Π,Λ(·)).

p̂p←$ Ŝetup(1λ), which defines (ŜK, Π̂, Λ̂(·)).

p̃p←$ S̃etup(1λ), which defines (S̃K, T̃ , Π̃, Λ̃(·)).

(ρ, td)←$ L . H←$ H.

⇒ PP := (pp, p̂p, p̃p, ρ,H).

C ←$ Enc(PK,M):

x←$ Lρ with witness w.

d := Pub(pkρ, x, w) +M ∈ Π.

τ := H(x, d) ∈ T̃ .

π̂ := P̂ub(p̂kρ, x, w) ∈ Π̂.

π̃ := P̃ub(p̃kρ, x, w, τ) ∈ Π̃.

⇒ C := (x, d, π̂, π̃).

(PK, SK)←$ Gen(PP):

sk ←$ SK. pkρ := αρ(sk).

ŝk ←$ ŜK. p̂kρ := α̂ρ(ŝk).

s̃k ←$ S̃K. p̃kρ := α̃ρ(s̃k).

⇒ PK := (pkρ, p̂kρ, p̃kρ),

SK := (sk, ŝk, s̃k).

M/⊥ ← Dec(SK, C):

Parse C = (x, d, π̂′, π̃′).

M := d− Priv(sk, x) ∈ Π.

τ := H(x, d) ∈ T̃ .

π̂ := P̂riv(ŝk, x) ∈ Π̂.

π̃ := P̃riv(s̃k, x, τ) ∈ Π̃.

⇒ If π̂′ = π̂ and π̃′ = π̃, Return M ;
Else, Return ⊥.

Fig. 2. Generic construction of PKE from QAHPS, Q̂AHPS and tag-based Q̃AHPS.
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Remark 6 (A More Efficient Variant). If Q̂AHPS and tag-based Q̃AHPS

share the same hash value space (i.e., Π̂ = Π̃) and Π̂ (= Π̃) is an (additive)
group7, the hash values π̂ and π̃ can be combined into π̂ + π̃, thus saving one
element from the ciphertext.

4.2 LR-CCA Security of PKE

In this subsection, we prove the LR-CCA security of our generic PKE construc-
tion in Fig. 2. The security proof and the concrete security bound also apply to
the more efficient variant PKE as shown in Remark 6.

Theorem 1 (LR-CCA Security of PKE). If (i) L , L0 and L1 have hard
subset membership problems, (ii) QAHPS is a κ-LR-weak-ardent QAHPS scheme

for L , Q̂AHPS is a κ-LR-ardent QAHPS scheme for L and Q̃AHPS is a κ-LR-
weak-ardent tag-based QAHPS scheme for L , which satisfy the properties listed
in Table 2, (iii) QAHPS is L0-multi-extracting, (iv) H is a collision-resistant
function family, then the proposed PKE scheme in Fig. 2 is κ-LR-CCA secure.

Concretely, for any adversary A who makes at most Qe times of Enc queries
and Qd times of Dec queries, there exist adversaries B1, · · · ,B5, such that
T(B1) ≈ T(B4) ≈ T(B5) ≈ T(A) + (Qe + Qd) · poly(λ), T(B2) ≈ T(B3) ≈
T(A) + (Qe +Qe ·Qd) · poly(λ), with poly(λ) independent of T(A), and

Advκ-lr-ccaPKE,A (λ) ≤ AdvQe-msmpL ,B1
(λ) + (2n+ 1) · AdvQe-msmpL0,B2

(λ) + 2n · AdvQe-msmpL1,B3
(λ)

+ AdvcrH,B4
(λ) + AdvQe-L0-mext

QAHPS,B5
(λ)

+ (3 +Qd +QdQe + n(Qd +Qe +QdQe)) · 2−Ω(λ), for n = dlogQee.

Remark 7. The last term (. . .)·2−Ω(λ) in the above security bound encompasses
the statistical differences introduced by the LR-universal and LR-key-switching
properties of the three QAHPS schemes. We stress that only factors of compu-
tational reductions matter to the tightness of a security reduction.

Proof of Theorem 1. We prove the theorem by defining a sequence of games
G0 –G6 and showing adjacent games indistinguishable. A brief description of dif-
ferences between adjacent games is summarized in Table 3.

Game G0: This is the κ-lr-cca security game (cf. Fig. 1). Let Win denote the
event that β′ = β. By definition, Advκ-lr-ccaPKE,A (λ) =

∣∣Pr0[Win]− 1
2

∣∣.
In this game, when answering an Enc query (M0,M1), the challenger sam-

ples x∗ ← $ Lρ with witness w∗, computes d∗ := Pub(pkρ, x
∗, w∗) + Mβ ∈ Π,

τ∗ := H(x∗, d∗) ∈ T̃ , π̂∗ := P̂ub(p̂kρ, x
∗, w∗) ∈ Π̂ and π̃∗ := P̃ub(p̃kρ, x

∗, w∗, τ∗) ∈
Π̃. Then, the challenger returns the challenge ciphertext C∗ = (x∗, d∗, π̂∗, π̃∗ ) to
the adversary A and puts C∗ to a set QENC. Upon a Dec query C = (x, d, π̂′, π̃′ ),

7 In fact, this condition can be weakened by only requiring Π̂ and Π̃ to be subsets of
an (additive) group.
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Table 3. Brief Description of Games G0 –G6 for the κ-LR-CCA security proof of PKE.
Here column “Enc” suggests how the challenge ciphertext C∗ = (x∗, d∗, π̂∗, π̃∗ ) is
generated: sub-column “x∗ from” refers to the language from which x∗ is chosen; sub-
column “d∗ using” (resp. “π̂∗ using”, “π̃∗ using”) indicates the keys that are used in
the computation of d∗ (resp. π̂∗, π̃∗). Column “Dec checks” describes the additional
check made by Dec upon a decryption query C = (x, d, π̂′, π̃′ ), besides the routine
check C /∈ QENC ∧ π̂′ = π̂ ∧ π̃′ = π̃; Dec outputs ⊥ if the check fails.

Enc
Dec checks Remark/Assumption

x∗ from d∗ using π̂∗ using π̃∗ using

G0 Lρ pkρ p̂kρ p̃kρ κ-LR-CCA game

G1 Lρ sk ŝk s̃k
perfect correctness of

QAHPS, Q̂AHPS, Q̃AHPS

G2 Lρ sk ŝk s̃k τ /∈ QTAG collision-resistance of H

G3 Lρ0 sk ŝk s̃k τ /∈ QTAG multi-fold SMP of L and L0

G4 Lρ0 sk ŝk s̃k τ /∈ QTAG, x ∈ Lρ Lemma 2 (Rejection Lemma)

G5 Lρ0 sk′ ŝk s̃k τ /∈ QTAG, x ∈ Lρ LR-〈L ,L0〉-key-switching of QAHPS

G6 Lρ0 = rand ŝk s̃k τ /∈ QTAG, x ∈ Lρ L0-multi-extracting of QAHPS

the challenger answers A as follows. Compute M := d − Priv(sk, x) ∈ Π,

τ := H(x, d) ∈ T̃ , π̂ := P̂riv(ŝk, x) ∈ Π̂ and π̃ := P̃riv(s̃k, x, τ) ∈ Π̃. If
C /∈ QENC ∧ π̂′ = π̂ ∧ π̃′ = π̃, return M ; otherwise return ⊥.

Game G1: It is the same as G0, except that, when answering Enc(M0,M1), the

challenger computes d∗, π̂∗ and π̃∗ directly using the secret key SK = (sk, ŝk, s̃k):
• d∗ := Priv(sk, x∗) +Mβ ∈ Π,

• π̂∗ := P̂riv(ŝk, x∗) ∈ Π̂ and π̃∗ := P̃riv(s̃k, x∗, τ∗) ∈ Π̃.

Since x∗ ∈ Lρ with witness w∗, by the perfect correctness of QAHPS, Q̂AHPS

and Q̃AHPS, the changes are just conceptual. Consequently, Pr0[Win] = Pr1[Win].

Game G2: It is the same as G1, except that, when answering Enc(M0,M1),
the challenger also puts τ∗ to a set QTAG, and when answering Dec

(
C =

(x, d, π̂′, π̃′ )
)
, the challenger adds the following new rejection rule:

• If τ ∈ QTAG, return ⊥ directly.

Claim 1.
∣∣Pr1[Win]− Pr2[Win]

∣∣ ≤ AdvcrH(λ).

Proof. By Coll denote the event that A ever queries Dec
(
C = (x, d, π̂′, π̃′ )

)
s.t.

∃ C∗ = (x∗, d∗, π̂∗, π̃∗ ) ∈ QENC, s.t. C = (x, d, π̂′, π̃′ ) 6= (x∗, d∗, π̂∗, π̃∗ ) = C∗

∧ π̂′ = π̂ ∧ π̃′ = π̃ ∧ τ = H(x, d) = H(x∗, d∗) = τ∗ ∈ QTAG.

Clearly, G1 and G2 are the same until Coll occurs, therefore
∣∣Pr1[Win]−Pr2[Win]

∣∣
≤ Pr2[Coll]. Note that (x, d) = (x∗, d∗) implies (π̂, π̃) = (π̂∗, π̃∗). Hence Coll
happens if and only if (x, d) 6= (x∗, d∗), which suggests a collision.
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Thus,
∣∣Pr1[Win]− Pr2[Win]

∣∣ ≤ Pr2[Coll] ≤ AdvcrH(λ), and Claim 1 follows.

Game G3: This game is the same as game G2, except that, in Initialize,
the challenger picks (ρ0, td0) ← $ L0 as well, and for all the Enc queries, the
challenger samples x∗ ←$ Lρ0 instead of x∗ ←$ Lρ.

Claim 2.
∣∣Pr2[Win]− Pr3[Win]

∣∣ ≤ AdvQe-msmpL (λ) + AdvQe-msmpL0
(λ).

Proof. We introduce an intermediate game G2.5 between G2 and G3:

– Game G2.5: It is the same as game G2, except that x∗ ←$ X in Enc.

Since witness w∗ for x∗ is not used at all in games G2, G2.5 and G3, we can di-
rectly construct two adversaries B and B′ for solving the multi-fold SMP related
to L and the multi-fold SMP related to L0 respectively, so that

∣∣Pr2[Win] −
Pr2.5[Win]

∣∣ ≤ AdvQe-msmpL ,B (λ) and
∣∣Pr2.5[Win]− Pr3[Win]

∣∣ ≤ AdvQe-msmpL0,B′ (λ).

Game G4: This game is the same as game G3, except that, when answering
Dec

(
C = (x, d, π̂′, π̃′ )

)
, the challenger adds another new rejection rule:

• If x /∈ Lρ, return ⊥ directly.

Lemma 2 (Rejection Lemma). For n = dlogQee,
∣∣Pr3[Win] − Pr4[Win]

∣∣ ≤
2n ·
(
AdvQe-msmpL0

(λ)+AdvQe-msmpL1
(λ)
)
+(2+Qd+QdQe+n ·(Qd+Qe+QdQe)) ·

2−Ω(λ).

The proof of Lemma 2 appears in our full version [22] due to lack of space.
We stress that this proof is very modular and relies on the LR-ardency of the
three QAHPS schemes. Technically speaking, we modified and adapted the lat-
est partitioning techniques in [19] (which in turn built upon [17, 24, 18]) for our

strategy, so that the hash values π̃ = Λ̃
s̃k

(x, τ) for x /∈ Lρ are fully random-

ized to π̃ = Λ̃RF(ctr)(x, τ) by RF(ctr), where RF is a random function. This is
accomplished in only O(logQe) = O(log λ) steps. Each step is moved forward
from RFi(ctr|i) to RFi+1(ctr|i+1), making use of the LR-universal and LR-key-

switching properties of QAHPS, Q̂AHPS and Q̃AHPS, together with language
switching among Lρ, Lρ0 and Lρ1 (cf. Subsect. 1.1).

Game G5: It is the same as G4, except that, in Initialize, the challenger
picks another sk′ ← $ SK besides sk, and when answering Enc(M0,M1), the
challenger computes d∗ using sk′ rather than sk:

• d∗ := Priv(sk′, x∗) +Mβ ∈ Π.

The challenger still uses sk to compute the public key in Initialize and to
answer Dec queries.

Claim 3. |Pr4[Win]− Pr5[Win]| ≤ 2−Ω(λ).
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Proof. We analyze the information about sk (resp. sk and sk′ ) that A may
obtain in G4 (resp. G5 ).

• In Initialize, A obtains pkρ = αρ(sk) from the public key PK.
• In Enc, since x∗ ←$ Lρ0 , the behavior of Enc is completely determined by

αρ0(sk) (resp. αρ0(sk′)).
• In Dec, the challenger will not output M unless x ∈ Lρ (due to the new re-

jection rule added in G4), thus the behavior of Dec is completely determined
by αρ(sk).

• From oracle Leak(L), A obtains at most κ-bit information of sk.

Note that, L is indeed independent of ρ0. The reason is as follows: (1) ρ0 is used
only in Enc; (2) A is not allowed to query Leak as long as it has queried Enc.

By the κ-LR-〈L ,L0〉-key-switching property of QAHPS (cf. (4)), we have

∆
( (

ρ0,
∣∣αρ0(sk)

)
,
(
ρ0,

∣∣αρ0(sk′)
) ∣∣ αρ(sk), L(sk)

)
≤ 2−Ω(λ).

Thus, |Pr4[Win]− Pr5[Win]| ≤ 2−Ω(λ), and Claim 3 follows.

Game G6: This game is the same as game G5, except that, for all the Enc
queries, the challenger samples d∗ ←$ Π uniformly at random.

Claim 4.
∣∣Pr5[Win]− Pr6[Win]

∣∣ ≤ AdvQe-L0-mext
QAHPS (λ).

Proof. The difference between G5 and G6 lies in Enc and can be characterized
by the following two distributions:

• G5:
(
x∗j ←$ Lρ0 , d∗j := Priv(sk′, x∗j ) +Mβ,j ∈ Π

)
j∈[Qe]

,

• G6:
(
x∗j ←$ Lρ0 , d∗j ←$ Π

)
j∈[Qe]

,

where x∗j , d
∗
j , Mβ,j denote the x∗, d∗, Mβ in the j-th Enc query, respectively.

We note that sk′ is used only in the computations of d∗ in Enc. By the
L0-multi-extracting property of QAHPS, the above two distributions are com-
putationally indistinguishable. Consequently, Claim 4 follows.

Finally in game G6, d∗ is uniformly chosen from Π regardless of the value of
β, thus the challenge bit β is completely hidden to A. Then Pr6[Win] = 1

2 .
Taking all things together, Theorem 1 follows. ut

5 Instantiations over Asymmetric Pairing Groups

Now we instantiate our generic PKE construction in Sect. 4 based on the ma-
trix DDH assumptions over asymmetric pairing groups. Specifically, we present
the instantiations of the language distributions L ,L0,L1, the LR-weak-ardent

QAHPS, the LR-ardent Q̂AHPS, the LR-weak-ardent tag-based Q̃AHPS and the
resulting scheme PKElr

asym, in Subsects. 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, and 5.6, respectively.
In the full version [22], we also show instantiations of L ,L0,L1,QAHPS,

Q̂AHPS, Q̃AHPS and PKElr
sym over symmetric pairing groups.
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5.1 The Language Distribution for Linear Subspaces

Let PG = (G1,G2,GT , p, e, P1, P2, PT ) be an asymmetric pairing group. For any
matrix distribution D`,k, which outputs matrices in Z`×kp , it naturally gives rise
to a language distribution LD`,k for linear subspaces over groups G1 and G2:

– LD`,k invokes A1,A2 ← $ D`,k, and outputs a language parameter ρ =

([A1]1, [A2]2) ∈ G`×k1 ×G`×k2 together with a trapdoor td = (A1,A2).

The matrix ρ defines a linear subspace language Lρ on G`1 ×G`2:

Lρ =
{

([c1]1, [c2]2)
∣∣ ∃ w1,w2 ∈ Zkp \ {0}, s.t. [c1]1 = [A1w1]1 ∧ [c2]2 = [A2w2]2

}
= span([A1]1)× span([A2]2) ⊆ X =

(
G`1 \ {[0]1}

)
×
(
G`2 \ {[0]2}

)
.8

The trapdoor td can be used to decide whether or not an instance ([c1]1, [c2]2)
is in Lρ efficiently: with td = (A1,A2), one can first compute a basis of the kernel

space of A>1 (resp. A>2 ), namely A⊥1 ∈ Z`×(`−k)p satisfying A>1 ·A⊥1 = 0 (resp.

A⊥2 ∈ Z`×(`−k)p satisfying A>2 · A⊥2 = 0), then check whether [c>1 ]1 · A⊥1 =
[0]1 ∧ [c>2 ]2 ·A⊥2 = [0]2 holds.

Clearly, the SMP related to LD`,k corresponds to a hybrid of the D`,k-MDDH
assumptions over G1 and G2, and the multi-fold SMP related to LD`,k corre-
sponds to a hybrid of the Q-fold D`,k-MDDH assumptions over G1 and G2 for
any Q = poly(λ). The same also holds for the uniform distribution U`,k. Formally,
we have the following lemma, which is a corollary of the random self-reducibility
of D`,k-MDDH and U`,k-MDDH.

Lemma 3 (D`,k/U`,k-MDDH⇒Multi-fold SMP related to LD`,k /LU`,k).
Let Q > `−k. For any adversary A, there exist adversaries B1 and B2 such that
T(B1) ≈ T(B2) ≈ T(A) +Q · poly(λ) with poly(λ) independent of T(A), and

AdvQ-msmp
LD`,k ,A

(λ) ≤ (`−k) ·AdvmddhD`,k,G1,B1
(λ)+(`−k) ·AdvmddhD`,k,G2,B2

(λ)+2/(p−1).

For any adversary A, there exist adversaries B1 and B2 such that T(B1) ≈
T(B2) ≈ T(A) +Q · poly(λ) with poly(λ) independent of T(A), and

AdvQ-msmp
LU`,k ,A

(λ) ≤ AdvmddhU`,k,G1,B1
(λ) + AdvmddhU`,k,G2,B2

(λ) + 2/(p− 1).

5.2 The Instantiation of Language Distributions

To instantiate the generic PKE construction in Sect. 4, the first thing we need
to do is to determine three language distributions L , L0 and L1 carefully.

Let ` ≥ 2k+ 1. Let D`,k be an (arbitrary) matrix distribution, and U`,k, U ′`,k
independent copies of the uniform distribution, all of which output matrices in
Z`×kp . Based on the previous subsection, we designate the language distributions
L , L0 and L1 as follows.

8 For technical reasons, the zero vector [0]1 (resp. [0]2) must be excluded from
span([A1]1) and G`1 (resp. span([A2]2) and G`2). For the sake of simplicity, we forgo
making this explicit in the sequel.
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• L := LD`,k , which invokes A1,A2 ←$ D`,k and outputs (ρ = ([A1]1, [A2]2),
td = (A1,A2));

• L0 := LU`,k , which invokes A0,1,A0,2 ←$ U`,k and outputs (ρ0 = ([A0,1]1,
[A0,2]2), td0 = (A0,1,A0,2));
• L1 := LU ′

`,k
, which invokes A1,1,A1,2 ←$ U ′`,k and outputs (ρ1 = ([A1,1]1,

[A1,2]2), td1 = (A1,1,A1,2)).

5.3 The Instantiation of LR-Weak-Ardent QAHPS

We present the construction of QAHPS = (Setup, α(·),Pub,Priv) for the language
distribution L (= LD`,k) in Fig. 3. It is straightforward to check the perfect
correctness of QAHPS.

pp←$ Setup(1λ):

PG = (G1,G2,GT , p, e, P1, P2, PT )←$ PGGen(1λ).

⇒ pp := PG, which implicitly defines

(SK := Z`p, Π := G2, Λ(·)),

where Λsk([c1]1, [c2]2) := k> · [c2]2 ∈ G2 for

any sk = k ∈ Z`p and ([c1]1, [c2]2) ∈ X = G`1 ×G`2.

[π]2 ← Pub(pkρ, ([c1]1, [c2]2), (w1,w2) ∈ Zkp × Zkp),

where ([c1]1, [c2]2) ∈ Lρ for ρ = ([A1]1, [A2]2):

Parse pkρ = [p>]2 ∈ G1×k
2 .

⇒ [π]2 := [p>]2 ·w2 ∈ G2.

pkρ ← αρ(sk),

where ρ = ([A1]1, [A2]2) ∈ G`×k1 ×G`×k2 :

Parse sk = k ∈ Z`p.

[p>]2 := k> · [A2]2 ∈ G1×k
2 .

⇒ pkρ := [p>]2.

[π]2 ← Priv(sk, ([c1]1, [c2]2) ∈ X ):

Parse sk = k ∈ Z`p.

⇒ [π]2 := k> · [c2]2 ∈ G2.

Fig. 3. Construction of LR-weak-ardent QAHPS over asymmetric pairing groups.

Theorem 2 (L0-Multi-Extracting of QAHPS). If the Uk+1,k-MDDH as-
sumption holds over G2, then the proposed QAHPS in Fig. 3 is L0-multi-extracting,
where the language distribution L0 (= LU`,k) is specified in Subsect. 5.2.

Concretely, for any adversary A, any polynomial Q = poly(λ), there exists
an adversary B, such that T(B) ≈ T(A) +Q · poly(λ) with poly(λ) independent

of T(A), and AdvQ-L0-mext
QAHPS,A (λ) ≤ AdvmddhUk+1,k,G2,B(λ) + 1/(p− 1).

The proof of Theorem 2 is in the full version [22] due to the space limitation.

The LR-weak-ardency of QAHPS follows from the theorem below. The proof
of the theorem is quite similar to that for Theorem 4 (to be described later),
thus we omit it here and put it in the full version [22].

Theorem 3 (LR-weak-ardency of QAHPS). Let ` ≥ 2k + 1 and κ ≤ log p−
Ω(λ). The proposed QAHPS for L in Fig. 3 satisfies the properties listed in Table
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2, i.e., (1) it is perfectly 〈⊥,⊥〉-universal and (2) it supports κ-LR-〈L ,L0〉-
key-switching, where the language distributions L = LD`,k and L0 = LU`,k are
specified in Subsect. 5.2.

5.4 The Instantiation of LR-Ardent QAHPS

We present the construction of Q̂AHPS = (Ŝetup, α̂(·), P̂ub, P̂riv) for L (= LD`,k)

in Fig. 4. It is straightforward to check the perfect correctness of Q̂AHPS. The
construction is inspired by the “OR-proof” proposed in [1] and the QA-NIZK
for linear subspaces proposed in [28].

p̂p←$ Ŝetup(1λ):

PG = (G1,G2,GT , p, e, P1, P2, PT )←$ PGGen(1λ).

⇒ p̂p := PG, which implicitly defines

(ŜK := Z`×`p , Π̂ := GT , Λ̂(·)),

where Λ̂ŝk([c1]1, [c2]2) := [c2]>2 · K̂ · [c1]1 ∈ GT for

any ŝk = K̂ ∈ Z`×`p and ([c1]1, [c2]2) ∈ X = G`1 ×G`2.

[π̂]T ← P̂ub(p̂kρ, ([c1]1, [c2]2), (w1,w2) ∈ Zkp × Zkp),

where ([c1]1, [c2]2) ∈ Lρ for ρ = ([A1]1, [A2]2):

Parse p̂kρ = [P̂]T ∈ Gk×kT .

⇒ [π̂]T := w>2 · [P̂]T ·w1 ∈ GT .

p̂kρ ← α̂ρ(ŝk),

where ρ = ([A1]1, [A2]2) ∈ G`×k1 ×G`×k2 :

Parse ŝk = K̂ ∈ Z`×`p .

[P̂]T := [A2]>2 · K̂ · [A1]1 ∈ Gk×kT .

⇒ p̂kρ := [P̂]T .

[π̂]T ← P̂riv(ŝk, ([c1]1, [c2]2) ∈ X ):

Parse ŝk = K̂ ∈ Z`×`p .

⇒ [π̂]T := [c2]>2 · K̂ · [c1]1 ∈ GT .

Fig. 4. Construction of LR-ardent Q̂AHPS over asymmetric pairing groups.

The hash function Λ̂
ŝk

([c1]1, [c2]2) multiplies K̂ with [c1]1 and [c2]2.

Theorem 4 (LR-ardency of Q̂AHPS). Let ` ≥ 2k + 1 and κ ≤ log p−Ω(λ).

The proposed Q̂AHPS scheme for L in Fig. 4 satisfies the properties listed in Ta-
ble 2, more precisely, (1) it is κ-LR-〈L ,L0〉- and perfectly 〈L0,L1〉-universal
and (2) it supports κ-LR-〈L ,L0〉-key-switching, where the language distribu-
tions L = LD`,k , L0 = LU`,k and L1 = LU ′

`,k
are specified in Subsect. 5.2.

Proof of Theorem 4.

[Perfectly 〈L ,L0〉-Universal.] Let (ρ = ([A1]1, [A2]2) ∈ G`×k1 ×G`×k2 , td)←
$ L and (ρ0 = ([A0,1]1, [A0,2]2) ∈ G`×k1 × G`×k2 , td0) ← $ L0. With over-
whelming probability 1− 2−Ω(λ), both (A1,A0,1) ∈ Z`×2kp and (A2,A0,2) ∈
Z`×2kp are of full column rank. For ŝk = K̂ ←$ Z`×`p and any ([c1]1, [c2]2) ∈
X \ (Lρ ∪ Lρ0), we consider the distribution of Λ̂

ŝk
([c1]1, [c2]2) conditioned

on p̂kρ = α̂ρ(ŝk) and p̂kρ0 = α̂ρ0(ŝk).
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Let a⊥1 ∈ Z`p (resp. a⊥2 ∈ Z`p, a⊥0,1 ∈ Z`p, a⊥0,2 ∈ Z`p) be an arbitrary

non-zero vector in the kernel space of A>1 (resp. A>2 , A>0,1, A>0,2) such that

A>1 · a⊥1 = 0 (resp. A>2 · a⊥2 = 0, A>0,1 · a⊥0,1 = 0, A>0,2 · a⊥0,2 = 0) holds. For

the convenience of our analysis, we sample ŝk = K̂←$ Z`×`p equivalently via

ŝk = K̂ := K̃ + µ1 · a⊥0,2 · (a⊥1 )> + µ2 · a⊥2 · (a⊥0,1)> ∈ Z`×`p , where K̃←$ Z`×`p

and µ1, µ2 ←$ Zp. Consequently, we have p̂kρ = α̂ρ(ŝk) = [A2]>2 ·K̂ · [A1]1 =

[A2]>2 ·K̃ · [A1]1, p̂kρ0 = α̂ρ0(ŝk) = [A0,2]>2 ·K̂ · [A0,1]1 = [A0,2]>2 ·K̃ · [A0,1]1,

which may leak K̃, but µ1 and µ2 are completely hidden. Besides,

Λ̂
ŝk

([c1]1, [c2]2) = [c2]>2 · K̂ · [c1]1

= [c2]>2 · K̃ · [c1]1 + µ1 · [c>2 a⊥0,2]2 · [c>1 a⊥1 ]>1 + µ2 · [c>2 a⊥2 ]2 · [c>1 a⊥0,1]>1 .

We divide the condition ([c1]1, [c2]2) ∈ X \ (Lρ ∪ Lρ0) into three cases:

– Case I: [c1]1 ∈ span([A1]1).

It must hold that [c1]1 /∈ span([A0,1]1) and [c2]2 /∈ span([A2]2): the
former holds since span([A1]1) ∩ span([A0,1]1) = ∅ (recall that the zero
vector [0]1 is excluded from span spaces) and the latter is due to the fact
that ([c1]1, [c2]2) /∈ Lρ = span([A1]1)× span([A2]2).

Thus, we can always find an a⊥2 ∈ Z`p such that [c>2 a⊥2 ]2 6= [0]2 holds

and find an a⊥0,1 ∈ Z`p such that [c>1 a⊥0,1]1 6= [0]1 holds. Then, conditioned

on p̂kρ and p̂kρ0 , µ2 · [c>2 a⊥2 ]2 · [c>1 a⊥0,1]>1 is uniformly distributed over

GT due to the randomness of µ2, so is Λ̂
ŝk

([c1]1, [c2]2).

– Case II: [c2]2 ∈ span([A0,2]2).

It must hold that [c1]1 /∈ span([A0,1]1) and [c2]2 /∈ span([A2]2):
the former is due to the fact that ([c1]1, [c2]2) /∈ Lρ0 = span([A0,1]1) ×
span([A0,2]2) and the latter holds since span([A2]2)∩ span([A0,2]2) = ∅
(recall that the zero vector [0]2 is excluded from span spaces).

Similar to the analysis of Case I, conditioned on p̂kρ and p̂kρ0 ,

Λ̂
ŝk

([c1]1, [c2]2) is uniformly distributed over GT .

– Case III: [c1]1 /∈ span([A1]1) ∧ [c2]2 /∈ span([A0,2]2).

In this case, we can always find an a⊥1 ∈ Z`p such that [c>1 a⊥1 ]1 6= [0]1
holds and find an a⊥0,2 ∈ Z`p such that [c>2 a⊥0,2]2 6= [0]2 holds. Then, con-

ditioned on p̂kρ and p̂kρ0 , µ1 · [c>2 a⊥0,2]2 · [c>1 a⊥1 ]>1 is uniformly distributed

over GT due to the randomness of µ1, so is Λ̂
ŝk

([c1]1, [c2]2).

In summary, Λ̂
ŝk

([c1]1, [c2]2) is uniformly distributed over GT conditioned

on p̂kρ and p̂kρ0 no matter which case it is.

This implies that Q̂AHPS is perfectly 〈L ,L0〉-universal.

[Perfectly 〈L0,L1〉-Universal.] It can be proved in a similar way as above.

[κ-LR-〈L ,L0〉-Universal.] It follows from Lemma 1.
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[κ-LR-〈L ,L0〉-Key-Switching.] Let (ρ = ([A1]1, [A2]2), td) ← $ L and let

L : ŜK −→ {0, 1}κ be an arbitrary leakage function. For ŝk = K̂ ←$ Z`×`p ,

ŝk′ = K̂′ ←$ Z`×`p and (ρ0 = ([A0,1]1, [A0,2]2), td0)←$ L0, we aim to prove

∆
( (

ρ0,
∣∣[A0,2]>2 K̂[A0,1]1︸ ︷︷ ︸

α̂ρ0 (ŝk)

)
,
(
ρ0,

∣∣[A0,2]>2 K̂′[A0,1]1︸ ︷︷ ︸
α̂ρ0 (ŝk

′)

) ∣∣ [A2]>2 K̂[A1]1︸ ︷︷ ︸
α̂ρ(ŝk)

, L(K̂)
)
≤ 2−Ω(λ). (5)

Taking [A0,1]1 as a universal hash function and the ` rows of K̂ as ` inde-
pendent inputs, we have that

∆
( (

[A0,1]1,
∣∣K̂[A0,1]1

)
,
(

[A0,1]1,
∣∣[U]1

) ∣∣ K̂[A1]1, L(K̂)
)
≤ 2−Ω(λ), (6)

where U ← $ Z`×kp , by the multi-fold generalized leftover hash lemma (see

[13] and our full version [22]). Meanwhile, K̂′ is uniform and independent of

A0,1,A1 and K̂. So,(
[A0,1]1,

∣∣[U]1 , K̂[A1]1, L(K̂)
)
≡
(

[A0,1]1,
∣∣K̂′[A0,1]1 , K̂[A1]1, L(K̂)

)
. (7)

(6) and (7) implies

∆
( (

[A0,1]1,
∣∣K̂[A0,1]1

)
,
(

[A0,1]1,
∣∣K̂′[A0,1]1

) ∣∣ K̂[A1]1, L(K̂)
)
≤ 2−Ω(λ). (8)

Note that the variables in ∆() of (5) can be regarded as outputs of certain
randomized function of the variables in ∆() of (8), therefore (5) holds.

This completes the proof of κ-LR-〈L ,L0〉-key-switching. ut

5.5 The Instantiation of LR-Weak-Ardent Tag-Based QAHPS

We present the construction of tag-based Q̃AHPS = (S̃etup, α̃(·), P̃ub, P̃riv) for
the language distribution L (= LD`,k) in Fig. 5. It is straightforward to check

the perfect correctness of Q̃AHPS.

p̃p←$ S̃etup(1λ):

PG = (G1,G2,GT , p, e, P1, P2, PT )←$ PGGen(1λ).

⇒ p̃p := PG, which implicitly defines

(S̃K := Z2×`
p , T̃ := G2, Π̃ := GT , Λ̃(·)),

where Λ̃s̃k(([c1]1, [c2]2), [τ ]2) := [1, τ ]2 · K̃ · [c1]1 ∈ GT
for any s̃k = K̃ ∈ Z2×`

p , ([c1]1, [c2]2) ∈ X = G`1 ×G`2 and [τ ]2 ∈ G2.

[π̃]T ← P̃ub(p̃kρ, ([c1]1, [c2]2), (w1,w2) ∈ Zkp × Zkp, [τ ]2 ∈ G2),

where ([c1]1, [c2]2) ∈ Lρ for ρ = ([A1]1, [A2]2):

Parse p̃kρ = [P̃]1 ∈ G2×k
1 .

⇒ [π̃]T := [1, τ ]2 · [P̃]1 ·w1 ∈ GT .

p̃kρ ← α̃ρ(s̃k),

where ρ = ([A1]1, [A2]2) ∈ G`×k1 ×G`×k2 :

Parse s̃k = K̃ ∈ Z2×`
p .

[P̃]1 := K̃ · [A1]1 ∈ G2×k
1 .

⇒ p̃kρ := [P̃]1.

[π̃]T ← P̃riv(s̃k, ([c1]1, [c2]2) ∈ X , [τ ]2):

Parse s̃k = K̃ ∈ Z2×`
p .

⇒ [π̃]T := [1, τ ]2 · K̃ · [c1]1 ∈ GT .

Fig. 5. Construction of LR-weak-ardent tag-based Q̃AHPS over asym. pairing groups.
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Theorem 5 (LR-weak-ardency of Tag-Based Q̃AHPS). Let ` ≥ 2k+ 1 and

κ ≤ log p−Ω(λ). The proposed tag-based Q̃AHPS scheme for L in Fig. 5 satisfies
the properties listed in Table 2, i.e., (1) it is 〈⊥,⊥〉-universal and (2) it supports
κ-LR-〈L ,L0〉- and 〈L0,L1〉-key-switching, where L = LD`,k , L0 = LU`,k and
L1 = LU ′

`,k
are specified in Subsect. 5.2.

The proof of the theorem is quite similar to that of Theorem 4, thus we omit
it here and put it in the full version [22].

5.6 Tightly LR-CCA-Secure PKE over Asymmetric Pairing Groups

We are able to instantiate (the more efficient variant of) our generic construc-
tion of LR-CCA secure PKE in Sect. 4 (cf. Remark 6) with the LR-weak-

ardent QAHPS (cf. Fig. 3), the LR-ardent Q̂AHPS (cf. Fig. 4) and the LR-weak-

ardent tag-based Q̃AHPS (cf. Fig. 5) over asymmetric pairing groups PG =
(G1,G2,GT , p, e, P1, P2, PT ). Let H = {H : G`1 × G`+1

2 −→ G2} be a collision-
resistant function family. We present the instantiation PKElr

asym with message
space M = G2 in Fig. 6. The scheme can be easily extended to encrypt vectors
over G2, by replacing the vector k in the secret key with a matrix.

PP←$ Param(1λ):

PG = (G1,G2,GT , p, e, P1, P2, PT )←$ PGGen(1λ).

A1,A2 ←$ D`,k. H←$ H.

⇒ PP := (PG, [A1]1, [A2]2,H).

C ←$ Enc(PK, [M ]2 ∈ G2):

w1 ←$ Zkp. [c1]1 := [A1]1 ·w1 ∈ G`1.

w2 ←$ Zkp. [c2]2 := [A2]2 ·w2 ∈ G`2.

[d]2 := [p>]2 ·w2 + [M ]2 ∈ G2.

[τ ]2 := H([c1]1, [c2]2, [d]2) ∈ G2.

[π]T := w>2 · [P̂]T ·w1︸ ︷︷ ︸
[π̂]T

+ [1, τ ]2 · [P̃]1 ·w1︸ ︷︷ ︸
[π̃]T

∈ GT .

⇒ C := ([c1]1, [c2]2, [d]2, [π]T ) ∈ G`1 ×G`+1
2 ×GT .

(PK, SK)←$ Gen(PP):

k←$ Z`p. [p>]2 := k> · [A2]2 ∈ G1×k
2 .

K̂←$ Z`×`p . [P̂]T := [A2]>2 · K̂ · [A1]1 ∈ Gk×kT .

K̃←$ Z2×`
p . [P̃]1 := K̃ · [A1]1 ∈ G2×k

1 .

⇒ PK := ([p]2, [P̂]T , [P̃]1), SK := (k, K̂, K̃).

[M ]2 /⊥ ← Dec(SK, C):

Parse C = ([c1]1, [c2]2, [d]2, [π
′]T ).

[M ]2 := [d]2 − k> · [c2]2 ∈ G2.

[τ ]2 := H([c1]1, [c2]2, [d]2) ∈ G2.

[π]T := [c2]>2 · K̂ · [c1]1︸ ︷︷ ︸
[π̂]T

+ [1, τ ]2 · K̃ · [c1]1︸ ︷︷ ︸
[π̃]T

∈ GT .

⇒ If [π′]T = [π]T , Return [M ]2 ∈ G2;

Else, Return ⊥.

Fig. 6. The instantiation PKElr
asym over asymmetric pairing groups. The message space

is M = G2. Here H = {H : G`1 ×G`+1
2 −→ G2} is a collision-resistant function family.

For ` ≥ 2k + 1 and κ ≤ log p − Ω(λ), by combining Theorem 1, Lemma 3
and Theorems 2, 3, 4, 5 together, we obtain the following corollary regarding
the LR-CCA security of our instantiation PKElr

asym.

Corollary 1 (LR-CCA Security of PKElr
asym). Let ` ≥ 2k+1 and κ ≤ log p−

Ω(λ). If (i) the D`,k-MDDH assumption holds over both G1 and G2, (ii) H is

a collision-resistant function family, then the instantiation PKElr
asym in Fig. 6
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is κ-LR-CCA secure. Concretely, for any adversary A who makes at most Qe
times of Enc queries and Qd times of Dec queries, there exist adversaries B1,
B2 and B3, such that T(B3) ≈ T(A) + (Qe + Qd) · poly(λ), T(B1) ≈ T(B2) ≈
T(A) + (Qe +Qe ·Qd) · poly(λ), with poly(λ) independent of T(A), and

Advκ-lr-ccaPKElr
asym,A

(λ) ≤ (4dlogQee+ `− k + 2) ·
(
AdvmddhD`,k,G1,B1

(λ) + AdvmddhD`,k,G2,B2
(λ)
)

+ AdvcrH,B3
(λ) + (4 +Qd +QdQe + dlogQee(Qd +Qe +QdQe)) · 2−Ω(λ).

Tight LR-CCA Security, Efficiency and Leakage-Rate of PKElr
asym. When

D`,k := U`,k, the LR-CCA security of PKElr
asym is tightly reduced to the standard

k-LIN assumption since k-LIN implies U`,k-MDDH. Let kG denote k elements
in G. By taking ` = 2k + 1, we have PP : (2k2 + k)G1 + (2k2 + k)G2, PK :
2kG1+kG2+k2GT , SK : (4k2+10k+4)Zp, and C : (2k+1)G1+(2k+2)G2+1GT .
See Table 1 for details. Furthermore, if we choose κ = log p − Ω(λ), then the

leakage-rate of the LR-CCA security is κ/BitLength(SK) = 1
4k2+10k+4 ·(1−

Ω(λ)
log p ),

which is arbitrarily close to 1/(4k2 + 10k+ 4) if we choose a sufficiently large p.
Particularly, in case k = 1, the tight LR-CCA security of PKElr

asym is based on
the SXDH assumption and it has PK : 2G1 + 1G2 + 1GT , C : 3G1 + 4G2 + 1GT
and leakage-rate = 1/18− o(1).

Remark 8 (Tight LR-CCA Security in the Multi-User Setting). For
better readability, we merely considered the LR-CCA security in the single-user
setting so far. Our results extend naturally to the multi-user setting. (The defini-
tion of LR-CCA security in the multi-user setting is presented in the full version
[22].) In our single-user LR-CCA security proof (i.e., the proof of Theorem 1),
most steps are statistical arguments (e.g., using the LR-universal or LR-key-
switching properties of the underlying QAHPS schemes), thus could be easily
carried over to the multi-user setting. The only points that are not statistical
and hence need to be adapted is the use of the SMP assumptions (e.g., the
game transition G2 → G3 in the proof of Theorem 1) and the multi-extracting
property (the game transition G5 → G6). The adaptions are straightforward: the
former is essentially unchanged, since the language parameter ρ that the SMP
is w.r.t. is part of the public parameters PP, shared by all users; the latter could
be tightly reduced to the MDDH assumptions for multiple users, by the random
self-reducibility of MDDH.
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